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We consider a system of two convection-diffusion equations with a small diffu- 
sion parameter in one space dimension subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
The system governs the evolution of the flow of electrons and holes in semiconduc- 
tor devices on the dielectrical relaxation time scale. The equations are coupled by 
nonlinear, nonlocal (electric field driven) convection terms. We prove the con- 
vergence (in suitable topologies) of the solutions of the diffusion-convection 
problem to the unique solution of the convective limit problem (subject to 
inflow boundary conditions) as the diffusion coefftcient tends to zero. 0 1989 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we analyze the limit E + 0 of the solution (n”, pE, @‘) of the 
convection-diffusion problem 
n: = .m~, - (n”@“,), (l.la) 
P: = &PL + (P”@“,L (l.lb) 
Qp”,, = n6 - pE - C’(x) (l.lc) 
for x E (0, 1) and r > 0, subject to the boundary conditions 
n&(0, t) = n,, PV, t) = PO, n&(1, t)=n,, P”(L t) = PI, t>O (l.ld) 
@“(O, t) = 0, Q&(1, ()‘@I, t>o, (l.le) 
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where n,, pO, n,, p, 2 0, @, E R, and the initial conditions 
n&(x, 0) = n;(x), PE(& 0) =P;(x), x E (0, 1). (l.lf) 
Problem (1.1) models the evolution on the fast, dielectric relaxation time 
scale of the electron concentration nB, the hole concentration pE, and the 
electric potential @” in a (one-dimensional) semiconductor device. The 
equations are written in scaled dimensionless form (see [S, 141 for the 
details of the scaling). Due to the scaling a small singular perturbation 
parameter E occurs in (1.1); typical values are E = 10-4-10-6. The device 
under consideration is determined by the doping profile C’(X), a given 
parameter function (see [ ll] for the physics). System (1.1) is a simplified 
form of the general drift-diffusion semiconductor device equations (see [ 11, 
133); i.e., diffusion and mobility coefficients are set to one in Eq. (l.la) and 
(l.lb) and the recombination-generation rate, which acts as a source term, 
is set to zero. Since nE and pE are concentrations of particles we assume 
Existence and uniqueness results for the transient semiconductor device 
problem, in a much more general form than (1.1 ), are well known and can 
be found in [4,7,9 and lo]. 
A singular perturbation anlysis of the stationary problem and of the 
transient problem on the slow time scale T = Et reveals the complicated 
structure of solutions, i.e., the existence of internal spatial layers of fast 
variation and temporal evolution on two time scales (see [S, 6, 14 and 
151). The fast time scale occurs in the initial data (l.lf) do not have the 
appropriate spatial layer structure. It is pointed out in Cl43 that the scaling 
which leads to system (1.1) is appropriate in this case. In [14] solutions of 
the limiting problem (E = 0), 
ny = - (no@“,)* (1.2a) 
PP = (PO@% (1.2b) 
@“, = no - p” - C”(x), (1.2c) 
for x E (0, 1) and t > 0, subject to the inflow boundary conditions 
nO(O, t)=n, on (6 @m O>O) 
~‘(0, t) =po on (t, 030, t) <O} 
n’(1, t)=n, on {t, @:(A t)<O) 
p”(L t) =pl on (4 @“,(L t)>Ol 
(1.2d) 
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and the initial values 
nO(x, 0) = n?(x), PO(X, 0) = P;(x), XE(O, 1) (1.2f) 
with 
n:(x) = Fyo n;(x), PM = !i_moPXX)’ 
have been used as approximations of solutions of System (1.1) for small E. 
In this paper we show that this ‘formal’ oanishing viscosity method is 
justified; i.e., we show that solutions of Problem (1.1) converge to solutions 
of the purely convective Problem (1.2) as the diffusion coefficient E 
approaches zero. This leads, in a natural way, to an existence proof of 
weak solutions of Problem (1.2). 
The most interesting property of (1.1) resp. (1.2) is that the convection 
terms depend on n and p in a nonlocal way, since GX is determined by 
Poisson’s equation. This special property of the equations leads to interest- 
ing effects in the solutions (compare the discussion at the end of Section 4) 
and is the core of most of our proofs. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive a priori 
estimates on (d, p’, @“), which are uniformly valid in E and imply, by a 
compactness argument, the existence of accumulation points of any 
sequence {(n’, p”, @E)}E40. In Section 3 we show that these accumulation 
points are actually solutions of (1.2). Section 4 presents a uniqueness proof 
of solutions of (1.2), from which we conclude that the limit E -+ 0 of 
(n’, p’, @‘“) is unique. 
This program has been carried out in [2] for a simplified form of (1.2), 
i.e., C = 1 and p E 0, which allows the use of maximum principles [8] to 
obtain a priori estimates. In the sequel we shall occasionally drop the 
superscript ‘E’, i.e., n := n’, p := p”, @ := W, C := C”, n, := n;, p, :=p;. For 
the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the functions n;,p;, c” are 
smooth for E > 0; they may however tend to discontinuous functions as 
E + 0. This assumption is physically motivated, since the gradients of the 
initial functions and of the doping profile in general become very large as 
E -+ 0. 
2. ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive estimates on (n’, p’, a”) and their derivatives, 
which are uniformly vahd for all 0 < E < co, with a fixed Ed. For 0 < T< CQ 
we define 
QT:=(O, 1)x(0, T). 
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Throughout the rest of this paper K denotes a generic constant, which is 
independent of E. We shall make the following assumptions on the initial 
data n;, p; and the doping profile C. 
(Al) (i) n;,p;E W’, ‘(0, 1) 
(ii) n”,>O,p”,>O 
(iii) II% II 1,1 + Ilnill m d K II P”, II ,, 1 + Ilp; II m Q K 
(iv) II~n~l12,1~K II~P~II~,I~K 
(v) n,>O,p,~O, n, 2&p, >O 
(A2) n;ti ny,p;s py in L’(0, 1) 
(A3) (i) C&E W’-‘(0, 1) 
(ii) II C” II 1,1 G K 
(iii) c” S Co in L’(0, 1). 
Note that (Al)-(A3) imply 
0 n:a n,, p;S 0 PI, 
C” E+O, co in L4(0, 1) 
for all l<q-=cco. 
We denote by w(sZ) the space of functions u that are locally integrable 
in a region S2 E R” and whose generalized gradient Vu is a finite (vector- 
valued) measure on Sz; i.e., each generalized partial derivative of u is a finite 
measure. See [16] for a detailed discussion of these spaces and their 
significance for quasilinear hyperbolic equations. We shall show in Section 
3 that the limiting weak solution of the hyperbolic problem (1.2) satisfies - 
n”,poE BL’(QT). For u~m(sZ), I/(u, 52) denotes the measure of Sz with 
respect to the total variation of the measure Vu. We remark that W’*‘(Q) 
is a subspace of m(Q), since the weak derivatives of functions in W’, ‘(52) 
are absolutely continuous finite measures (see [3]). 
The following lemma guarantees the existence of functions n&p;, c”, 
which satisfy (Al)-(A3), for all ny,py, C’E~(O, l)nL”(O, 1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume u~m(O, 1) n L”(0, 1). Then there exists a 
sequence uE which satisfies 
(i) u~EC~(O, I), II~Ellm G II4l, 
(ii) u’s uinL’(0, 1) 
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(iii) lb4 WJ(~, 1) + IIWI w~.l(o, 1) G K 
(iv) if u 2 0 then uE 2 0. 
ProojI We extend u to a function on R by defining u -0 outside of 
(0, 1). Assertions (i), (ii), and (iv) are a standard result if we define 
us = o6 * u, where wd is the usual regularization kernel of radius 6. It is 
well known that V(u’, sZ)< V(u, 52) holds for u~Bv(‘(S2) (see [3]). Thus 
i : 1~11 dx= V(u’, (0, I))< Vu, (0, 1)) 
implies that us is uniformly bounded in W’,‘(O, 1). Since u6 E C”(R) there 
is an decreasing function (p(6), such that 
for some do >O. If (p(6) is bounded as 6 approaches zero (iii) follows 
immediatly by choosing E = 6. Otherwise we choose E = (p(6,)/(p(6) =: e(6) 
and uE = &I(‘). The inequality IjzP)( wqo, 1) G (P(~oMIcI - %)I = (P(~O)/E 
proves Assertion (iii). 1 
Assumptions (Al)-(A3) guarantee the existence of a unique classical 
solution of (1.1) for E > 0, which is defined on Qoo (see [4,9]). In these 
papers it is shown that solutions of (1.1) are nonnegative and grow at most 
exponentially in time. In the following we show that L”-bounds independ- 
ent of E can be found. First we prove 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (Al), (A2) hold. Then the solution (nE,pe, @“) of (1.1) 
satisfies for even q 
IbY., ‘N, + llp”(., t)ll, G K(T), for all 0 < t < T, 
where K(T) is independent of q and E. 
Proof. We define functions u :=n-nn,, v :=p-pD, where n,,p, are 
linear functions, which interpolate the Dirichlet boundary data (l.ld). This 
implies 
u(0, t) = v(0, t) = u( 1, t) = v( 1, t) = 0 for all t 2 0. 
By inserting n=u+n, andp=v+p, into (1.1) we obtain 
(2.1) 
ut = EU,, - ((u + noI @,L 
0, = EVXX f  ((v + PO) @XL 
@,,=u+n,-v-p,-C. 
(2.2) 
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Multiplication of the equation for u by u4 and integration by parts over 
the interval (0, 1) gives 
1 d’ -- 
s q+ldr o 
u”“‘dx= -Eq 
I 
’ u; u9- ’ dx + J; (u + n,) @,(u”), dx. (2.3) 
0 
If we restrict ourselves to odd numbers q, which implies zP+ ’ = 1~19+ ‘, the 
first term on the right hand side is nonpositive. Neglecting this term and 
another integration by parts gives the inequality 
1 d’ 
-- s 
1 
q+ldr o 
u”+’ dx< -9 
q+l 
I u’+‘@X,y dx- 
0 
s ‘n,~~~*r9dx-11n,~~,uqdx. 
0 0 
An analogous inequality holds for v: 
1 d’ 
-- I 
4 
q+ldr o 
vY+’ dx<p 
s 
’ 
q+l 0 
vq+‘Qtt,,dx+ ‘pDaiX,vqdx+ 
I s 
1 
pD,4jXvq dx. 
0 0 
By adding these two inequalities we obtain 
1 d’ 
-- (u 
I q+ldt o 
q+‘+v 9+1)dx 
4 <--- I ‘( q+l 0 
u9+’ -vq+’ @ ) .,d+-’ n,@,,uq dx 
0 
+ lPo@ 5 
1 
XXv9dx- 
I 
nDX@,u9dx-t lpo,@Xvqdx. s (2.4) 0 0 0 
In the following we estimate the right hand side of (2.4) term by term. 
Inserting op, = u - v - C, where C := C +pD -n, in the integrand of the 
first term, gives 
-(u “+‘-v9+‘)~,,~(u”+‘-v9+‘)(v-u)+~(x)(u9+’~v~+’). 
We distinguish four cases corresponding to the signs of u resp. u to obtain 
pointwise estimates of (uq+ ’ - vq+’ )(v - u). In the case u > 0, u 2 0 this 
term is negative and can be neglected. 
In the case u G 0, v < 0 the definition of u and v implies -n, < u < 0 and 
-pD G v < 0, which leads to the estimate 
I(u 9+‘-v9+‘)(v-u)( <(n~+‘+p$+‘)(n,+p,), 
where we have used the fact that n,, pD are nonnegative. In the case u < 0, 
v 3 0 the inequality -n, < u < 0 can be used to estimate 
(u 9+‘-u9+‘)(v-u)= -U9+2+vU9+‘+Uv4+‘~v9+2~n,d2+vn~+’~ 
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A similar estimate holds in the case u >O, u ~0. Using these four 
inequalities we obtain 
s It 0 
u~+‘-u~+‘)(u-u)dxSKj~ (ngdt’+p;+‘+ngul sp;IuI)dx, 
where we have used the constant K to reduce the highest exponent in the 
integrand to q + 1. Employing the inequality a46 < qaq+ l/(q + 1) + bq* ‘/ 
(q+ 1) gives finally (with a new constant) 
s ‘( 
u4+‘-uY+’ 
0 
)(U-u)dx<Kj; (U~+‘+u~+‘+nYDf’+p;+‘)dX. 
Using this inequality we rewrite (2.4) as 
1 d’ -- 
I q+ldt 0 (U 
y+‘+u q+‘) dx 
<K [s ‘t24~+‘+u~+‘+nqdC’+p~+‘)dx 0 
I 
1 
+ n,I@,I lul”dx+ lPDl@~~Iulqdx 
0 I 0 
+ InDx I j; I@,1 b14dx+ lPD,I j; I@,1 Iulqdx]. 
In order to apply Gronwall’s inequality we have to estimate the terms 
involving @, and Qx, in terms of u4+ ’ and uq + ‘. Inserting for Gxx gives 
By integrating Poisson’s equation we can bound @, by 
II@xllm dN1 + Il4lrl(o.1, + Il4IL~(O, I ). 
Inserting these last two estimates in (2.5) we obtain finally 
dj1(u4+’ 
;ito 
+uq+‘)dx 
j~(Uq+‘+ulil+n~+‘+pV’)dx+l], (2.6) 
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where K is independent of E, q, and t. We conclude from Gronwall’s 
inequality that 
(J 
7 
l/(4+ 1) 
0 
(J ‘( u~+‘+u~+‘)dx+t(q+l)K j:(n$+l+p%+‘)dx+l)) 
‘/(q+ 1) 
<eK* 
0 
holds for t 2 0. The right hand side of this inequality can be estimated inde- 
pendently of q by using llnl II m, IIP, II m, llnD II m, and llpD II m, which proves 
the assertion of the lemma. 1 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
THEOREM 1. Let (Al ) and (A2) hold. Then there exists K = K(T), inde- 
pendent of E, such that (n’, p’, @“) satisfies 
IW(., t)ll m + IIP”L t)ll m G K(T), O<t<T. 
Proof An estimate of this form holds in all L4-norms, q even, where 
K(T) is independent of q. Thus the same estimate holds in the Loo-norm 
(see Cl]). I 
In the next step we derive estimates of lln’(., t) II 1,1 and I/p&(., t)ll ,,i for all 
t > 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Under Assumptions (Al)-(A3) there exists a K= K(T) such 
that the solution (n’,p’, W) of (1.1) satisfies 
Il~~ll~m~~O,T~-tL~~O,l~~+ II P~II~~((~,~)~~~~~,~))~K(T). 
The function K(T) is independent of E. 
ProoJ We differentiate Eqs. (l.la), (l.lb) with respect to x and obtain 
n x* = En xxx - 2n,@P,, - nxxax - 0, -p, - CJ 
Pxt = EP,,, +2p,~P,,+p,,~,+p(n,-p,-C,). 
We multiply these equations by sgn(n,) and sgn(p,), resp., and integrate 
over the interval (0, 1). We obtain 
$J: In,1 dx=E Ji n xxx~gn(nx)dx-2 J: QixxIn,I dx- J: @xlnxlxdx 
- J: n ) n, I dx + J: np, sgn(n,) dx + J: n sgn(n,) C, dx 
242 
and a similar equation 
right hand side gives 
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for p. Integration by parts in the third term on the 
s 
1 
- nln,( dx+ 
0 
f: np, sgn(n,) dx + j’ n sgn(n,) C, dx. 
0 
All terms on the right hand side, with the exception of the first two, have 
an upper bound of the form K,( (In, )I L~(o, 1j + (IpX I( L~(o, ,)) + K,, where the 
constants K1, K2 depend only on l141L~~Or~~ IIPII~~~~~~~ and IICII M. We 
rewrite the second term, using Eq. (l.la), as 
@xlnxl IA = C-n, w(nJ f ~~xxsgn(nx) -0 -P - C) w(~,)1 Ii. 
The first term on the right hand side of this expression vanishes, since n is 
constant at the boundaries; the third term is bounded. Clearly 
E 
0 
1 1 
n xxx w(nJ dx - nxx w(nJ 
I) 
40 
0 0 
holds. We thus obtain 
$1’ lnxl dxdK1 f’ (In,1 + lPxl)dx+&. 
0 0 
An analogous inequality holds for p. Adding the two inequalities gives 
$j; (In,1 + IpxI)dxGf o (InA + IP,I) dx+G. (2.7) 
The assertion of the lemma follows from Gronwall’s inequality and Assump- 
tion (Al). u 
The next lemma gives an estimate for the time derivatives of nE, p”. 
LEMMA 2.4. Under Assumptions (Al )-(A3) there exists a K = K(T) such 
that the solution (n’, p”, W) of (1.1) satisfies 
IIn: II Ly(o, T) - Lqo, 1)) + II P: II L~(CO, T)+ ~‘(0, I)) G K(T). 
The function K(T) is independent of E. 
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Prooj We differentiate Eqs. (l.la), (1.1 b) with respect to t: 
nt, = Entxx -%*@X-% @xt-n,@xx--n(n,-Pt) (2.8a) 
Pu = &Pm +Pt,~x+Px~,,+P,cP,,+P(n,-P,) (2.8b) 
Qxxr = 4nxx -PA - ((n + P) @X)X. (2.8~) 
Integrating (2.8~) from x = 0 to x = 1 gives 
@,t = 4?x -PA - (n + P) @.x +-t-(t). (2.9) 
The function f(t) can be determined by integrating (2.9) from x = 0 to 
x= 1. 
f(t)= J’~X,dx-r(n-p)l’+ J'(n+p)~,cix. 
0 0 0 
The first term on the right hand side vanishes since sh @*(x, t) dx = Q1 for 
all t. Thus the following estimate holds: 
ll~xr-E(n,-P,)ll~~(Q~)~K(T), T>O. (2.10) 
Multiplication of (2.8a) resp. (2.8b) by sgn(n,) resp. sgn(p,) and integration 
over the interval (0, l), similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.3, gives 
i I,’ b, I dx = E J: nrxx wh) dx - Jo1 n,@,, wh) dx 
- J’nln,l dx+ J’np,sgn(n,)dx 
0 0 
and the analogous equation for p. The first term on the right hand side is 
nonpositive and can be neglected. By adding the two inequalities we obtain 
$ J; (I~,I + Iptl) dx 
<<(IMI,+IIPII,) J’(~n,~+lp,l)dx+J’~~,r~(~n,~+l~~l)d~. 
0 0 
Using Eq. (2.9) to estimate the second term on the right hand side and 
integrating from t = 0 to t = T gives 
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+K(T)~Tj-l (bxl + b,I +4b,l+ bxl)‘Wdt. 0 0 
By Assumption (Al) the first term on the right hand side is bounded. The 
boundedness of the third term follows from Lemma 2.3 and by integrating 
Eq. (2.3) from f = 0 to t = T, in the special case q = 1, which implies 
IIE”2%ll L*(Qr) + 11”1’2& 11 L2(Qr) G K(T), T>O. (2.11) 
The assertion of the lemma follows from Gronwall’s inequality. i 
The previous lemmas and Inequalities (2.10), (2.11) imply 
II@“, II W’.*(QT) < K( 0, T>O. (2.12) 
The following lemma improves Estimate (2.12). 
LEMMA 2.5. Under Assumptions (Al )-( A3) there exists a K = K(T) such 
that 
II@“, II dm(Qr) < K( 0, T>O. 
ProojY We have already shown that @,EL.~(Q~) and @,,EL~(Q~). 
Therefore it suffices to derive an estimate for IJ@x2 1) Lm(pr). We conclude 
from (2.10) that this is equivalent to estimating lj~n,J(~m(o~) and 
IIEPX II L'YQr). The equation 
n, = En xx -n,@,-n(n-p-C) 
and Theorem 1, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 2.4 imply ljsn,,(., t)/ L1(o, i) < K(T). 
Thus (JEnx(., t)ll w~.lCo, i)) d K(T) follows and we conclude from Sobolev’s 
imbedding theorem (see [ 11) that 
IIEnx(., Oil LEO, 1) G K( 0, OdtdT 
holds. An analogous estimate for II.~JJJ., t)ll LmCO, i) proves the assertion of 
the lemma. [ 
We summarize the results of this section in 
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THEOREM 2. Under Assumptions (Al )-(A3) there exists a K = K(T), 
independent of E, such that the solution (rf, p”, @‘) of (1.1) satisfies 
II@:II @.“(QT) + lbll W’.‘(Qr) + lip” /I h’(Qr) < K( T, 
.for ali T>O,OC&<E~. 
3. PASSAGE TO THE LIMIT(E=~) 
We conclude from Theorem 2 that for any T > 0 and any sequence si which 
converges to zero, the sets (nE1jipN, {pEl}iEN are bounded subsets of 
W’s’(Q.), and that {@:ji,, is a bounded subset of W’*“(QT). Since 
W’l ‘( QT) is compactly imbedded in Lq( Qr) for every 1 < q < 2 and since 
W’, “(QT) is compactly imbedded in C(QT) for q > 2, we conclude the 
existence of functions (n”,po, @‘) such that (by eventually restricting to a 
subsequence) 
lim n&l = no, lim p”’ = p” in Lq( QT) for 1 < q < 2 (3.1) 
i-m i-m 
and 
lim @:=@z in WT) (3.2) 
i-00 
hold. Furthermore, Theorem 1, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 2.4 imply (by 
eventually restricting to another subsequence) that 
nO,po~Lm((O, T)+m(O, 1)) and n’,p’ELOO(Q,)nm(Q,) hold. 
The weak formulation of Problem (1.1 ), which is obtained by multiplying 
the equations by suitable testfunctions and integration by parts (see [ 12]), 
is given by 
s 1 n”(p, + @“,P~) dx dt + n;(x) p(x, 0) dx = -E nBpxx dx dt Q~ I 0 I QCJ 
s QaJ P”(CP~ - @: rpx) dx dt + ib’ p:(x) cp(x, 0) dx = --E lQm p%xx dx dt 
5 
1 
@“,o,dx+ 
0 s 
: (n”-p”-C”)adx=O 
for all testfunctions p, cp E C;(Q,) with support p, cp E (0, 1) x CO, T) for 
some 0 < T< co and for all e E CF(O, 1). 
505/81/2-3 
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In the limit E + 0 the right hand sides of the first two equations vanish 
because of Theorem 1. Assumption (A2) implies 
1 
lim 
E’O f 
1 
n;p(x, 0) dx = &G, 0) dx 
0 s 0 
The convergence of n” -+rrO, pE+po, and @“, + @t, according to (3.1), 
(3.2), implies 
and allows passage to the limit (E =0) in the remaining integrals of the 
weak formulation. Thus we obtain finally that (no, p”, @‘) satisfies 
s I 1 no@, + a’“, p,) dx>dt + ny p(x, 0) dx = 0 8~ 0 
s 
1 
@ta,dx+ 
I 
d (no-PO-C’)odx=O (3.3c) 
0 
for all testfunctions p, cp E Cr (Qoo) with support p, cp G (0, 1) x [0, T) for 
some O<T<cc and for all aeC,“(O, 1). 
By the definition of weak solutions of hyperbolic equations in conserua- 
tion form (see e.g. [ 121) Eqs. (3.3) imply that (n”,po, 0’) is a weak 
solution of (1.2a)-(1.2c) subject to the initial conditions (1.2f). We still 
have to show that this limiting solution satisfies the boundary conditions 
(1.2d), (1.2e). We conclude from (3.2) that Go satisfies 
@O(O, t) = 0 @O(l, t)=@1 for all t > 0 
since the convergence @“, + @“, is uniform. 
The proof that no and p” satisfy the inflow-boundary conditions (1.2d) is 
based on an application of the trace theorem (see [ 11) and the fact that the 
characteristics are not tangential to the boundaries on compact subsets of 
the inflow boundary segments. It can be found in [Z]. 
We summarize these results in 
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THEOREM 3. Let (Al)-(A3) hold. Then for every sequence 
{W,PEY Q%-O of solutions of (1.1) and for every 1 Q q < 2 there exists a 
subsequence { (n”‘,p”‘, @El)}ip N, which converges in Lq(QT)’ x C(QT) to a 
weak solution (no, p”, Go) of (1.2) on Q =, for all T > 0. The limiting solution 
$iEf;;s y”, PO E L”(QT) n m(QT), nO,poELm((O, T)+m(O, 1)) and 
x T’ 
This theorem states the existence of BV-solution for Problem (1.2) for all 
data (ny,py, C’)E (m(O, 1)n L”(0, 1))3. If the solution of (1.2) is unique 
(which we shall prove in the next section) Theorem 3 implies the 
convergence of solutions of (1.1) to the solution of (1.2), i.e., 
lim (nE, p’, a”) = (no, p”, @“). 
E’O 
4. THE HYPERBOLIC LIMIT PROBLEM 
In this section we prove the uniqueness of the limiting weak solution of 
(1.2). Since we deal only with solutions of the hyperbolic problem (1.2) we 
shall omit the superscript ‘0’ throughout this section. The main result is 
contained in 
THEOREM 4. For all data (n,, p,, C) E (m(O, 1) n L”(0, 1))3 there exists 
a unique weak solution (n, p) of Problem (1.2) which satisfies 
n,PEBV(Q,)nL”(Q,)nL”((O, T)-*m(O, 1)) 
for all T > 0, and (3.1), (3.2) for every sequence &i converging to zero. 
Proof The existence of solutions with these properties follows from 
Theorem 3. Since uniqueness of solutions implies the convergence assertion 
of the theorem, we are left with proving uniqueness. Let us assume that 
there exist two different solutions (n, p, @) and (E, jj, 6), which both satisfy 
the weak formulation (3.2) of (1.2) and 
n,p,n,pESv(QT)nLm(Q,)nL”O((O, T)+m(O, 1)). 
We shall lead this assumption to a contradiction by estimating the norm 
of the difference of the two solutions. In fact we shall show that 
holds. The main difficulty in the proof is caused by the fact that the func- 
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tions n, p, E, p are not necessarily smooth. We bypass this ‘technical 
difficulty by appropriately smoothing IZ, p, fi, p. At first we extend cDp, 
to R x [0, T] by 
x<o 
o,<x<o 
X>l 
and define the characteristic 2 = K(t, X, i) of (1.2a) as the solution of the 
initial value problem 
; 1= @,(a, t), tai 
Z( i, 2, i) = x. 
We set up the coordinate transformation 
(S,T) +-+ (x, t), 
i 
s = I(0, x, t) 
T=t 
(4.1) 
and denote the image of QT in the (s, z)-plane by 9,. We set 
n”(s, T) = n(x, t) and define the mollified function fi” by 
where e9 is the usual averaging kernel of radius E (in the variables (s, r)) 
and ‘*’ denotes convolution. The function 6 is extended to SE R by its 
respective boundary values. 
It is a standard result that ii” is in C”(Q.) for every T>O and 
ii’S fi in L4(g,) for every 1 <q< co. 
From Lemma (5.1) in [2] we conclude that n” satisfies the characteristic 
equation 
a - jj = -n"cfi',, 
aT 
and, thus (a/&) ii E L”(sZ,) follows. We obtain 
a a -fi""'o,--n' 
aS az 
in Lq(a,) for 1 <q< co. 
(4.3) 
We proceed analogously for ii, p, jj and obtain-after transformation to the 
original (x, t)-variables-the mollified functions n’, ri”, p”, p” on Q,. 
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We insert the mollified functions into (1.2a), (1.2b), and define the error 
functions f&, h”,p, I;” by 
nt + (nE@Jx = : f ', fi:+(n95,),=:f 
P:: - (P”@,), =: h”, p; - ( p”cFx), = : I?. 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
First we prove that the error functions converge to zero as E + 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. The functionsf”, h”, f” and t;” converge to zero in L9( QT) as 
c-+0 for all qB 1 and T>O. 
Proof We write (4.4a) in characteristic coordinates 
a - n”” + &5,,, =7 
a7 on Sz,. 
Since fi” ti n”, fi”, ti 6, in L9(sZ,) for every 16 q < cc we conclude 
7 s 0 in L9(sZ,) from (4.3). The assertion forf” follows by transform- 
ing to (x, t)-coordinates. The other terms are dealt with analogously. 1 
The differences nE - fi” and p” - jj” satisfy 
(n’- ii”), = - (nWX - 6”SX), +f” -f 
(p”-~‘),=(p’~~--~~CjS~)*+h’-~. 
By inserting fi”@, resp. n&6, we rewrite the first of these two equations in 
two different ways: 
(n’ - ii”), = -((n’ - 3) @,), - (E”(@, - *‘,)), +f” -f (4.5a) 
(n’ - ii”), = - ((n’ - 6”) sX), - (n”(@, - &,)), +f” -f”. (4.5b) 
We multiply (4.5a) by sgn(n” - 9) and integrate this equation from x = 0 
to x = 1, obtaining 
= - s ; In”it”l,@,dx-j’ Jn’-Z’I QXXdx 0 
- I,’ (ii&(@, - S,)), sgn(n” - ii’) dx + j: (f” -fE) sgn(n” - 9) dx. 
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Integration by parts in the second term on the right hand side gives 
- fol (fi”(@,x - 6-,,) sgn(n” - 3)) dx + ji (s” -fE) sgn(n” - 3) dx. 
The right hand side of this equation can be estimated by 
G -l~E-mw:,+ II% IIL’(0,1)1I %-~,llL”(O.I) 
+ Il~Ell L&O, 1) II @xx - 6, II L’(O.1) + Ilf” -f” II LI(O, 1). 
Using the facts that @ - 8 satisfies the equation 
@,,-sJ,,=(n-n)-(p-~) 
subject to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and that Ilti:\l L~Co, ,)
is bounded independently of E and t, since ri E L”((0, 7’) + BV(0, I)), we 
estimate further 
s -l~C--AEI~XI~+~~Il~-~II~~(O,l)+IIP-PIIL~(O,I)~ 
+ Ilf” -f” II Ll(O. I)’ 
By integrating this inequality from t = 0 to t = T we obtain 
Iln”(.> TI - fi”t.9 T)IItl(o, I) 
d IbY., 0) - fi”(., O)ll L’(0, 1) - I oT (In”-iP(@,(;)dt 
+ K(lln - fill Lf(Qr) + lb -D II &QT)) + IIS” -f” II Ll(Qr) (4.6) 
The analogous computation for Eq. (4.5b) gives an inequality similar to 
(4.6) with 8, instead of ax in the boundary term. By adding these two 
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inequalities and by discussing the signs of Qx and 6, in the boundary 
terms we obtain the estimate 
II nY.7 T) - fiY.3 T) II L’(0, 1) 
< IInY., 0) - fi7.3 0)ll L’(0, I) + If” -f”II LI(QT) 
where 
-KS 
SI 
(In”(1, t)-n&(1, t)l dt+ KS (In’(O, t)-i?(O, t)] dt 
so 
+ K(lb - 211 I,‘(Q,) + Ilp -jli LI(QT)), (4.7) 
so := {I E (0, T), @,(O, t) > 0, cF-,(O, t) > O} 
s, :=(x(0, T), @,(l, C)<O, S-,(1, C)<O}. 
Note that on the sets So resp. S, the solutions n and fi assume both the 
same boundary values no resp. n, since So resp. S1 are the intersection of 
the inflow boundary segments of the two solutions. 
The following lemma allows the passage to the limit E=O in (4.7). 
LEMMA 4.2. The functions n’, ii” satisfy 
(i) Fmo n’(., t) = n(., t) in L’(0, 1) for all t 20 
(ii) :mo E”(., t) = fi(., t) in L’(0, 1) for all t 20 
(iii) !‘_“, (n&(0, -) -n&(0, .)) = 0 in L’(S,) for all T&O 
(iv) Fmo (n’( l,.) - fi”( 1, .)) = 0 in L’(S,) for all Tao. 
Proof: The angle between the characteristic direction for n defined by 
(4.1) is uniformly bounded away from zero on compact subintervals of So. 
Since fi” “O - fi in Lq(sZ,) and 
is bounded independently of E in Lq(QT), 1 <q < 00, we conclude from the 
trace theorem (cf. [I]) that 
n&(0, .) ti no in Go,(Soh 
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Analogously n&(0, .) a n, in L:,,(S,) follows. Since n’, k” are in 
L”(&) uniformly in E, (iii) follows by approximating S, by compact sets. 
The assertion (iv) is proven analogously. 
The same argument can be used to prove (i), (ii), since the characteristic 
directions are nowhere tangential to lines parallel to the x-axis. 1 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 imply that (4.7) becomes 
Iln(., T) - fic.9 TN L’(0, I) G K(Iln - nllL’(Q~) + IlP-ij 11 Ll(Q,)) (4.8) 
for all T< To, To arbitrary but fixed, as E + 0. The constant K depends 
only on To. The analogous inequality holds for 11~ -~IIL,Co, ,). By adding 
these two inequalities we obtain finally 
Ib(., T) - fit.2 TN LYO, I) + IIP(., T) -DC., T)IILyo. 1) 
GK s oT (IId., fj-fit.9 t)ll~yo, I,+ Ib(., t) -P(., t)lJ~~(o, ,)) dt. (4.9) 
Gronwall’s inequality applied to Inequality (4.9) implies that the two 
solutions are identical, which proves the Theorem. 1 
Problem (1.2) has been analyzed in [ 141 in the case of smooth solutions 
by using the method of characteristics, which gives local existence and 
uniqueness results. For smooth solutions Eq. (1.2) can be written in the 
differentiated form 
n, + Qxnx = -n(n -p - C) (4.10a) 
Pt-@xPx=P(n-P-C) (4.10b) 
CD,, = n -p - C(x). (4.1Oc) 
Every point (x0, to) E Qm lies on two characteristic curves (x4, t), (x,, t), 
which are defined as solutions of the initial value problem (cf. the proof of 
Theorem 4) 
$ xn = @x(x,, t), -ato, x0, to) = x0, t 2 to 
f xp = -@&, t), x,(to, x0, to) = x0, t 2 to. 
Along these curves smooth solutions n and p satisfy the characteristic 
equations 
d 
-n= -n(n-p-C), 
dt -$p=p(n-p-C). 
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The inflow boundary conditions (1.2d) provide exactly the necessary initial 
values for n and p to determine the solution of (4.11) along characteristics, 
which start at the boundary. Clearly characteristics of the same family do 
not intersect; i.e., no shocks occur. However, discontinuities develop in 
finite time at those points of the boundaries x = 0, x = 1, at which @, 
changes its sign, due to switching of the boundary conditions (1.2d). This 
causes the breakdown of the smooth solution and makes it necessary to 
admit weak solutions. Furthermore discontinuities can be forced to the 
solution by prescribing discontinuous initial data as approximations for 
data with spatial layers. 
The jump conditions for hyperbolic equations in conservation form (see 
[ 121) imply that these discontinuities propagate along the characteristics. 
This is not surprising, because the equations are semilinear if QX is given. 
These discontinuities in the solution of the hyperbolic limit problem (1.2) 
are smeared to thin spatial layers of solutions of the convectiondiffusion 
problem ( 1.1) for small E. 
Another interesting phenomenon is that discontinuities in n and p may 
develop in the interior near jump discontinuities of the doping profile C(x), 
which are called pn-junctions, as t + co (see [6, 141.) This corresponds to 
the development of spatial layers near pn-junctions (even in the case of 
smooth initial data). 
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